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Supporting documentation

Please give us evidence of your project activities through scrapbook photos, awards, newspaper clippings, or any media 
format you wish. Please site where this information can be found if on any other Media format other then printed.  
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4-H Project Reflection & Goals

Project: __Clothing________________ Years in the project: ___2___________
Please explain your answers to the following questions in no more than 1-2 paragraphs for each: 

1) What were your highlights and low-lights of this project?

My highlights were that I liked finishing the seams. I liked finishing the seams because it meant I could make my projects look better. I also liked 
putting the interfacing on because it melted and stuck to the fabric to make it stiffer. 

Some things that were not as fun while I was learning to sew was having to cut things out. Another thing that was not as fun was ripping out seams. I 
had to rip out seams because I didn’t sew in the right places. 

Overall, I learned new skills that I plan to use next year. For instance, I am already planning to sew a more complicated project. 

2) How did you grow and share your skills in this area?

This year was the second year I did sewing. Some more harder skills I learned were to put interfacing on my fabric and how to thread the sewing 
machine without help.  

I shared my skills by sewing with different people. I talked to the other people I was sewing with, used different sewing machines, and got a better 
understanding of sewing. 

3) What could you do to improve in this area for next year and why?

Next year, I plan to do sewing again.  Some things I know I need to work on are sewing on the seam allowance. I also need to focus more on the 
projects. 

4) What goals did you have this year for this project? What evidence can you give that shows improvement on these goals?

I wanted to sew something harder than I did last year. I did a bow tie which is harder than a pillow case and pajama shorts. 
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4-H Project Summary- Clothing

Year: 2018-19   Project: Clothing      Years in project: 2    

Date(s): Activity Summary: Income Expenses Hours 
worked

   2018-2019
Bow Tie 
-Fabric
-Interfacing
-Slider
-Thread
-Pattern

total-$10.80 
- $4.33
- $5.48
- $2.99
- Already

had
- Free

online

 4 hr

   2018-2019
Pajama Shorts 
-Fabric
-Elastic
-Thread
-Pattern

total-$39.97 
- $39.97
- Already

had
- Already

had
- Already

had

4 hr

2018-2019 Laundry Bag 
-Fabric
-Thread
-Cord
-Pattern

total-$7.74 
- 7.74
- Already

had
- Already

had
- Free

Online

3 hr
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Project Totals 
**Note: It is OK to show a loss

Project total- 
-$58.51

 11 hr
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4-H Project Reflection & Goals

Project: __Shooting Sports______________ Years in the project: ___3___________
Please explain your answers to the following questions in no more than 1-2 paragraphs for each: 

1) What were your highlights and low-lights of this project?

My highlights were that I got first place in ecology and third place at air rifle. I liked this because I really enjoy ecology, and I also enjoy air rifle 
because I enjoy shooting the targets. 

My low-lights were that I didn’t do as good in archery as in ecology and air rifle. I also didn’t enjoy when I didn’t hit the target. 

2) How did you grow and share your skills in this area?

I grew in this area by practicing in air rifle and in archery. I shared my skills in this area by going to the archery and air rifle practices and talking to 
coaches and other 4H members. about how to improve my aim. 

3) What could you do to improve in this area for next year and why?

I could improve in this area for next year by practicing more by practicing not at the practices. 

4) What goals did you have this year for this project? What evidence can you give that shows improvement on these goals?

My goals this year was to get a better aim. I showed gains with this goal because I hit the bullseye more often. 
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4-H Project Summary- Shooting Sports
Year: 2018-19   Project: Shooting Sports Years in project:  3  

Date(s): Activity Summary: Income Expenses Hours 
worked

   2018-2019 - Practice for Air Rifle & Archery Fair Shoot Dues
$30.00 15 hr

Project Totals 
**Note: It is OK to show a loss

$30 15 hr  
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4-H Project Reflection & Goals            

Project: __Aerospace______________ Years in the project: ___2___________ 

Please explain your answers to the following questions in no more than 1-2 paragraphs for each: 

1) What were your highlights and low-lights of this project? 

My highlights were building and launching rockets. I enjoyed building the rocket because when you build a rocket, you get to decide what color to 
paint the rocket, and it is also fun because you can put together the rocket. I also enjoyed launching the rocket because you can see how far, and if the 
parachute deploys or not. 

My lowlight was having to fix two fins that broke of during the fair. I didn’t really enjoy this because it was before they got judged, so we needed to 
get glue, and then fix it. 

2) How did you grow and share your skills in this area? 

I grew in this area by learning how to build a 2 stage rocket at a event at the public library. I shared my skills in this area by helping others at the 
event. 

3) What could you do to improve in this area for next year and why? 

I could improve in this area for next year by building a harder rocket than the one I did this year. I would improve in this area because I would be 
learning more skills in this area. 

4) What goals did you have this year for this project? What evidence can you give that shows improvement on these goals?           

I wanted to get better at launching rockets this year. I showed gains on this goal because I got closer to the target. 
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4-H Project Summary- Aerospace

Year:2018-19 Project: Aerospace Years in project:  2   

Date(s): Activity Summary: Income Expenses Hours 
worked

   2017-2018 -Rocket Kit
-Spray Paint

-Rocket Engines

-$13.50 
-Already
had
-Already
had

 2.5 hr

Project Totals 
**Note: It is OK to show a loss

13.50    2.5 hr   
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4-H Project Reflection & Goals

Project: ___Drawing and Painting__________ Years in the project: ____2__________
Please explain your answers to the following questions in no more than 1-2 paragraphs for each: 

1) What were your highlights and low-lights of this project?

My highlights of this project are that I get to take time to make beautiful pieces of art. I also really liked that I can study different things and find the 
nice details in them and use that knowledge to make my artwork even better. I enjoyed these things because they make me have better artwork. 

My lowlights of this project are that when you mess up, you have to find a way to fix it, if it’s small, or if it’s a big mistake, you have to start over 
again. For example, I made another drawing of a piano before I did the one I took to the fair, and the keys were not the same length all the way 
through. 

2) How did you grow and share your skills in this area?

I grew in this area by using my knowledge of what went well last year, and new knowledge that I learned this year, I could make better artwork this 
year. I shared my skills in this area by helping my classmates with their projects. 

3) What could you do to improve in this area for next year and why?

I could improve in this area for next year by by learning more things in school and use those for the fair next year. 

4) What goals did you have this year for this project? What evidence can you give that shows improvement on these goals?

My goals for this year were to do more precise drawings. I showed gains with this goal because last year I did a not very precise  charcoal goldfish, 
and this year I did a precise piano. My drawing was precise because I had many different details, like I had all of the keys the same size, and I also 
had a leaf design that is the same on each side, just like in the actual piano. 
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4-H Project Summary- Drawing and Painting

Year:2018-19 Project: Drawing and Painting Years in project: 2    

Date(s): Activity Summary: Income Expenses Hours 
worked 8
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   2017-2018
Charcoal Drawing 
-Charcoal paper
-Charcoal pencils
-Gum eraser
-Tagboard (for mounting)
-Hanger (for mounting)
-Sealant Spray
-Paper Cement

Watercolor Painting 
-Watercolor paper
-Watercolor brushes
-Watercolors
-Tagboard (for mounting)
-Hanger (for mounting)
-Paper Cement

Colored Pencil Drawing 
-Copier paper
-Colored pencils
-Tagboard (for mounting)
-Hanger (for mounting)
-Paper Cement

-Tag board
$2.25
- Paper

Cement
Already
had

- Other
Materials
Gifts

-Tag board
$2.25
-Paper
Cement
Already had
-Hanger Gift
- Other

materials
School
Project

- Tag board
$2.25

- Paper
Cement
Already
had

- Other
Materials
Gifts

  3 hr 

  3 hr 

   2 hr
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Project Totals 
**Note: It is OK to show a loss

Total $6.75 
(Paper 
Cement used 
on all 
projects)

    8 hr   
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4-H Project Reflection & Goals

Project: ___Arts and Crafts__________ Years in the project: ____2__________
Please explain your answers to the following questions in no more than 1-2 paragraphs for each: 

1) What were your highlights and low-lights of this project?

My highlights of this project were arranging the glass on my candle holder and making the origami. I liked these the best because I could decide were 
to put the glass on my candle holder, and making the origami I also liked best because out of one piece of paper, you can make beautiful pieces of art.   

My lowlights of this project was not getting it right the first time and then having to start over. For example, I didn’t get the knots right at first on my 
macramé plant pot holder, so I had to untie all of the knots and start over on that part. 

2) How did you grow and share your skills in this area?

I grew in this area by learning to do new things, like making a macrame plant pot hanger. I learned how to do this by.  I shared my skills in this area 
by helping people out at the stained glass workshop and helped my sister with starting origami. 

3) What could you do to improve in this area for next year and why?

I could do more complicated things next year like a more complicated origami figure. 

4) What goals did you have this year for this project? What evidence can you give that shows improvement on these goals?

Some goals I had for this year were to try a new project. I showed gains on this goal because I did a macramé plant pot holder. I have never tried

macrame before.
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4-H Project Summary- Arts and Crafts

Year 2018-19 Project: Arts and Crafts Years in project:     

Date(s): Activity Summary: Income Expenses Hours 
worked 

   2018-2019
Candle holder 
-Glass
-glue

-$15.00 1 hr

2018-2019 Origami 
-Origami Paper

-Already
Had

   1  hr   

2018-2019 Plant Pot Holder 
-Macramé Rope

-Already
Had

   1  hr   

Project Totals 
**Note: It is OK to show a loss

Total $15.00    1  hr   
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4-H Project Reflection & Goals

Project: ___Photography__________ Years in the project: ____2__________
Please explain your answers to the following questions in no more than 1-2 paragraphs for each: 

1) What were your highlights and low-lights of this project?

My highlights of this project were taking pictures of caterpillars and lambs. I liked these the best because I could get very good views of the subjects. 

My lowlights of this project were that I needed to keep the horizon level and that I needed to have the subject centered. For example, I had a good 
picture of a caterpillar, but it wasn’t centered. 

2) How did you grow and share your skills in this area?

I grew in this area by taking pictures from different angles. I shared my skills by telling my family and friends about my pictures and how I took 
them. 

3) What could you do to improve in this area for next year and why?

I could improve in this area for next year by centering my pictures. I could improve them this way because that would make them get better ribbons 
at the fair. 

4) What goals did you have this year for this project? What evidence can you give that shows improvement on these goals?

Some goals I had this year were to take a closeup to the fair this year. I met this goal because I brought a closeup to the fair this year. 
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4-H Project Summary- Photography           

      

Year 2018-19 Project: Photography Years in project: 2      

Date(s): Activity Summary:                                                                                              Income Expenses Hours 
worked 

 
   2018-2019

12 4x6 prints 
Double-sided tape 
Tag board

-$11.78 
-$3.75 
-$2.25

10 hr

Project Totals 
**Note: It is OK to show a loss

$16.78 10hr
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4-H Project Reflection & Goals

Project: ___Woodworking__________ Years in the project: ____2__________
Please explain your answers to the following questions in no more than 1-2 paragraphs for each: 

1) What were your highlights and low-lights of this project?

My highlights of this project were putting polyurethane on and using the router. I liked using the polyurethane because I liked how it was like stain, 
but it doesn’t stain. This is the first time I’ve used polyurethane.  I enjoyed learning about the router because it can make rounded edges, with makes 
it look better then just a regular board. 

My lowlights of this project were making sure there was no drips. This was hard because the drips were there because I had too much polyurethane 
on my brush.This made drips because the polyurethane leaked out of the brush, or I pushed to hard on the brush, and the polyurethane came out. 

2) How did you grow and share your skills in this area?

I grew in this area by learning how to use the router, block plane, and about polyurethane. These are all new tools or skills for me. I shared my skills 
in this area by explaining to my sister what I did to make it. 

I ended up doing something other than I planned because I was originally going to refinish a plant stand. The first step was to test the paint for the 
presence of lead. I learned how to test for the presence of lead in paint, and unfortunately, it tested positive. My mom said that it would be to 
dangerous to continue on this project, so I ended up doing something else.  

3) What could you do to improve in this area for next year and why?

I could improve in this area for next year by doing my projects with no help from my dad so I won’t need to have anyone help me next year. 

4) What goals did you have this year for this project? What evidence can you give that shows improvement on these goals?

Some goals I had this year were to learn about more things. I showed gains on this goal because I learned about routers, block planes, and 
polyurethane. I also learned how to use them. 
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4-H Project Summary- Woodworking

Year 
2018-2019

Project: Woodworking Years in project: 2    

Date(s): Activity Summary: Income Expenses Hours 
worked 

   2018-2019
Soap Dish 
1 2x4x8’ Cedar Board 
Sold 1 of the finished soap dishes

-$1.25 -$6.00 5 hr

   2018-2019
Shelf 
1 1x16x6’ Red Oak Board 
2 1x16x4’ Red Oak Board 
Red Mahogany Finish Stain

-39.89
-53.18
-$4.96

20 hr

Project Totals 

**Note: It is OK to show a loss

total 
-$1.25

total 
-$104.03

total 
25 hr
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4-H Project Reflection & Goals

Project: __Music___________ Years in the project: ____2__________
Please explain your answers to the following questions in no more than 1-2 paragraphs for each: 

1) What were your highlights and low-lights of this project?

My highlights of this project was playing a really interesting piece at my piano recital for my piano teacher. I liked this because the piece changed 
from quiet to loud, and then back to quiet again. 

My lowlights of this project was having to play notes on the ledger lines. I didn’t really like this because sometimes I don’t know the notes. 

2) How did you grow and share your skills in this area?

I grew in this area by practicing, and also by learning from my piano teacher. I shared my skills in this area by participating in many different events, 
such as my piano recital, the Junior Music Festival, the county music competition, and my school’s Talent Show. 

3) What could you do to improve in this area for next year and why?

I could improve in this area for next year by practicing more, because that will help me be better for next year. 

4) What goals did you have this year for this project? What evidence can you give that shows improvement on these goals?

Some goals I had for this year were to get a superior rating at the Junior Music Festival, and to play piano at my school’s Talent Show. I met both of 
those goals because I got a superior rating at the Junior Music Festival, and I played piano at my school’s Talent Show. 
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4-H Project Summary- Music

Year 
2018-2019

Project: Music Years in project: 2    

Date(s): Activity Summary: Income Expenses Hours 
worked 

   2018-2019
Piano lessons 
Piano practice

-$280 
-

18 hr 
54 hr

Project Totals 
**Note: It is OK to show a loss

$280 72 hr
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4-H Project Reflection & Goals

Project: __Mechanical_Sciences__________ Years in the project: ____2__________
Please explain your answers to the following questions in no more than 1-2 paragraphs for each: 

1) What were your highlights and low-lights of this project?

My highlights of this project was building the set because it was very challenging compared to some other sets that I have made. 

My lowlights of this project was trying to figure out what to build for my free-build. I didn’t really like this because I had many ideas that I wan’t to 
take, but I could only take one. 

2) How did you grow and share your skills in this area?

I grew in this area by building more challenging sets than I have been building. I shared my skills in this area by helping my sister build better 
creations. 

3) What could you do to improve in this area for next year and why?

I could improve in this area for next year by doing more challenging sets, because that will make me be able to make better free-builds. 

4) What goals did you have this year for this project? What evidence can you give that shows improvement on these goals?

Some goals I had for this year for this project was to do a more challenging set. I met this goal because I did a more challenging set.
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4-H Project Summary- Mechanical Sciences
Year 
2018-2019

Project: Mechanical Sciences Years in project: 2    

Date(s): Activity Summary: Income Expenses Hours 
worked 

   2018-2019
Lego set 
Free build

Gift 
Already had

 1hr 
1 hr

Project Totals 
**Note: It is OK to show a loss

2 hr
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4-H Project Reflection & Goals            

Project: _Quilting___________ Years in the project: ____1__________ 

Please explain your answers to the following questions in no more than 1-2 paragraphs for each: 

1) What were your highlights and low-lights of this project? 

My highlights of this project was making a useable item. I liked this because me and my family will use it for cooking. 

My lowlights of this project was ripping the seams out. I didn’t really like this because it is tiring, and if you do it to much it can the rip the fabric. 

2) How did you grow and share your skills in this area? 

I grew in this area by learning how to use paper to make the pattern correct. I shared my skills in this area by working with different people. 

3) What could you do to improve in this area for next year and why? 

I could improve in this area for next year by doing a more challenging project, like a quilt. 

4) What goals did you have this year for this project? What evidence can you give that shows improvement on these goals?  

Some goals I had for this year for this project was to do a potholder. I met this goal, because I made a potholder. 
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4-H Project Summary-  Quilting          

      

Year 
2018-2019

Project: Quilting Years in project: 1       

Date(s): Activity Summary:                                                                                              Income Expenses Hours 
worked 

 
   2018-2019

Fabric 
Thread 
Batting 
Edging

-Already had 
-Already had  
-Already had 
-Already had

3 hr

Project Totals 
**Note: It is OK to show a loss

$0.00 3 hr
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Project Listing By Year Table              

Directions: Please place a check mark or an X in the corresponding box for each year you have taken the corresponding project  

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Cloverbuds X X X

Exploring X

Shooting Sports X X X

Clothing X X

Aerospace X X

Drawing and Painting X X

Arts and Crafts X X

Photography X X

Woodworking X X

Music X X

Mechanical Sciences X X

Quilting X
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